Minutes

Company:

Pacific Hydro Pty Ltd
ACN 057 279 508

Meeting:

Cape Bridgewater Community Consultative Committee (CCC) Meeting No. 2

Date:

Wednesday 9 October 2013

Time:

6-7.30pm

Location:

Bridgewater Surf Life Saving Club

Attendees:

Lane Crockett – GM Australia, Pacific Hydro
Katherine Teh-White, Futureye
Andrew Richards – Executive Manager Gov & Corporate Affairs, Pacific Hydro
Dan Griffin, Marshall Day Acoustics (invited guest)
Cape Bridgewater and Cape Nelson Residents

Welcome and Introductions
A small number of Cape Bridgewater residents were in attendance as well as residents from the
Cape Nelson project due to concerns about how close their homes were to turbines proposed in
the new project. The impacted residents at Cape Bridgewater aren’t attending the meetings and
Cape Bridgewater residents questioned the need for the CCC to proceed unless the impacted
residents attend.
The Minutes from the previous meeting were accepted.
Value of wind energy
GM Australia for Pacific Hydro, Lane Crockett, former oil and gas executive provided
background about his views of wind energy compared to other energy sources. Lane
acknowledged that there may be some negative wind farm issues such as concerns about noise
and visual impact however Lane also pointed out that Pacific Hydro have wind farms such as
Codrington and Challicum Hills wind farms where there has never been any concerns
expressed.
Lane spoke about wind energy also being a variable producer of energy due to varying wind
speeds . Lane also confirmed there are some reports of complainants linking health issues to
wind farms. On the positive side, Lane advised there are no emissions from wind farms, they
have a low environmental impact, that wind power is lowest cost renewable energy source we
have, that it doesn’t use water, it’s safe from accidents, and it is drought proofing properties for
farmers.
There were questions on how demand and supply for wind energy was being dealt with by the
grid and Lane explained how the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) operated to
balance the system.
Executive Manager for Pacific Hydro, Andrew Richards described the Australian Wind
Forecasting System that has been in place for almost 10 years that has proven to be 99%

accurate when predicting energy generation from wind farms. This information has been vital
for AEMO and allows them to incorporate wind energy into the energy system, ensuring all
generation in the market is utilised to its maximum efficiency
Impact of wind turbines (Dan Griffin, Marshall Day)
Dan Griffin of Marshall Day Acoustics, noise experts, discussed the noise study it is planning
with Pacific Hydro including the permanent noise data loggers that they will be installing at
Cape Bridgewater as part of a trial.
Dan described how human beings received noise and the links between noise and the
environment that changes the way we receive sound. Dan reviewed locations for permanent
noise logging and is open to engagement with residents about locations. Invitations to engage
have been issued to highly impacted residents. For the best results the noise logging needs to
be accompanied by a resident diary so that the acousticians can look for specific circumstances
that might impact on the residents and what is causing concerns for them.
Action: The impacted residents will be asked to capture data such as what they hear, what they
feel and the time and that information will be correlated with what the permanent noise logger
captures in terms of noise. An example diary template is attached.
Action: Dan will follow up with one of the Cape Nelson residents about what makes noise in
transmission of electricity.
Responsiveness to concerns
Complaints system – Andrew Richards provided an update on Pacific Hydro’s draft complaints
system currently under review. Andrew reported on the seven complaints from one resident.
Engagement with concerned residents - a process of engagement to define a noise/health/sleep
study has begun but there have been some issues arising to progress the study. Lane Crockett
has been talking with Steven Cooper to define a study and there is an opportunity to invite
Steven to come to the CCC meeting in November however it requires a commitment from the
concerned residents to actually participate to define the scope.
Studies report EMF study - Pacific Hydro agreed to undertake an EMF study by a concerned resident. Details
have been given to the resident of the supplier that Pacific Hydro would fully fund. The action is
now with the resident to undertake the study and report on results. The resident was not in
attendance and as far as Pacific Hydro understands has not taken up the opportunity.
Water testing for hydrocarbons/chemicals/pesticides - Pacific Hydro agreed to undertake an
EMF study by a concerned resident. Details have been given to the resident of the supplier that
Pacific Hydro would fully fund. The action is now with the resident to undertake the study and
report on results. The resident was not in attendance and as far as Pacific Hydro understands
has not taken up the opportunity.
Scoping a noise/health study was requested by three concerned families - Pacific Hydro agreed
to pay for the study as long as it was jointly scoped with its acousticians, the acoustician
selected by the families, Steven Cooper, the families themselves and the company so there
were shared objectives, agreed actions based on results of the study. Lane Crockett has been
talking with Steven Cooper to define a study and there is an opportunity to invite Steven to
come to the CCC meeting in November however it requires a commitment from the concerned
residents to actually participate to define the scope.
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Action: Liaise with and obtain RSVPs from concerned residents to participate in the CCC
Meeting in November and agree Steven Cooper is attending based on residents’ attendance.
The correspondence on this matter from Senator John Madigan and Steven Cooper is
attached.
Portland project, Cape Nelson North
Andrew Richards provided an overview of the upcoming construction of second stage of wind
turbines in Portland. It turns out that the update on the approval that was sent to the residents
included an old map. An apology has been sent and an updated map with the locations of the
turbines has been issued to Cape Nelson residents.

End.
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Sample diary record
Date

Time

Description of noise:
- including any unusual characteristics
of the noise – for example was it high
or low pitched, constant/intermittent,
irregular sound that changed from
high to low pitch, its volume (very
loud or quiet or something else)

Wind conditions
- Was it especially windy or
still?
- Did you notice the wind
direction?
- Was it an unusual wind
condition that does not occur
very often or is it common

Did you hear it in your
home or somewhere
else?

Have you heard this
noise before?

